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IntroductionIntroduction

• This report represents a Situation Report on 

Tourism in Edinburgh.

• It is intended to provide an evidence base 

and background for the development of a 

Tourism Strategy for Edinburgh.  It has been 
prepared for ETAG.

• The report is organised into three primary 

sections.  

• The first of these is a Destination Audit.  This 

section examines Edinburgh against a 
number of elements of destination delivery.  

Wherever possible comparisons have been 

drawn with other destinations to provide 

context for Edinburgh’s performance. 

Elements include:

– Overview of the main elements of 

Edinburgh’s product supply

– Perceptions

– Arrivals and revenue

– Yield

– Trends

– Spread 

– Seasonality

– Transport

– Satisfaction

• The second section of the report looks at an 

analysis of Edinburgh’s markets.  This looks 

at:

– Factors that will influence tourism in 

the future

– Edinburgh’s markets by purpose and 

origin

– The main characteristics of Edinburgh’s 

leisure markets

– An overview of market segments 

including business visitors

• The  third section provides an overview of 

research of social media content on 

Edinburgh and other destinations.



DESTINATION AUDITDESTINATION AUDIT



OverviewOverview



EdinburghEdinburgh’’s accolades are numerous (and flattering)s accolades are numerous (and flattering)

• Edinburgh was voted the top UK city to ‘visit 

before you die’ in a poll of 5,500 guests 

(Travelodge in July 2009).

• It was voted the friendliest city in the UK and 

the second friendliest city in Europe in a 
survey of 8,000 people in 16 countries 

(OnePoll in September 2009).

• Edinburgh was voted ‘Favourite UK City’ in 
Conde Nast Readers’ Travel Awards for 2010.

• It was also voted ‘Favourite UK City’ for an 
unparalleled 11 consecutive years in the 

Guardian & Observer Travel Awards 2010.

• It was named the ‘Best Destination Port’ in the 

UK in the October 2009 Cruise Critic Editors' 

Picks Awards.

• It was named one of the world’s top ten 

cities by travel magazine Wanderlust in 2008.



It is the UKIt is the UK’’s second city destination s second city destination –– after Londonafter London

• Outside of London, Edinburgh is 

attracting more overseas visits and 

spend, and more holiday visits than 
any other UK city.

• Staying visitors are spending just over 
a £1bn per year in Edinburgh.

Volume and value of tourism in Edinburgh (2010)

Trips (m) Nights  (m) Spend (£m)

Domestic 1.96 5.17 491

Inbound 1.31 6.90 524

Total 3.27 12.07 1,015

Source: UKTS / IPS



Edinburgh accounts for 25% of tourism spend in Edinburgh accounts for 25% of tourism spend in 

Scotland.Scotland.

• Share of inbound spend  is 
much higher – Edinburgh 

accounts for 36% of all 

inbound spend in Scotland 

and 44% of all inbound 

holiday spend.
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Tourism in Edinburgh supports approximately  36,000 FTE Tourism in Edinburgh supports approximately  36,000 FTE 

jobsjobs11

• The hotel and restaurant sector 

alone supports nearly 25k jobs –

making it one of the biggest 
economic sectors in the city. 

• It accounts for 8.1% of jobs in 
Edinburgh – a higher proportion 

than Scotland as a whole (7.1%)

1 Source:  STEAM 2010.  This figure covers all 

job types supported by tourism related 

expenditure (not just hotel and 

restaurant related employment).  It 

also includes employment supported 

by indirect (or multiplier) effects of 

spend (estimated at 13,500 FTEs). 0 20,000 40,000 60,000

Business activities, real estate, renting 

Health and social work 

Financial intermediation 

Wholesale, retail and repairs 

Education 

Hotels and restaurants 

Public administration & defence 

Other community, social & personal services 

Communication 
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Transportation and storage 
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Primary enterprises 

No. of jobs

Edinburgh's economic sectors - no. of jobs

Source:ABI



There are approximately 1000 accommodation operators There are approximately 1000 accommodation operators 

year round year round –– they account for over 13,000 bedroomsthey account for over 13,000 bedrooms

• Half  of bedrooms are in hotels –

but only 8% of establishments

• The Guesthouse and B&B sector  
although accounts for  41% of 
operators but accounts for only 

18%  of bedrooms.

• The self catering sector shows a 
similar pattern – 40% of 
establishments but only 10%  of 

rooms

• NB this analysis excludes  seasonal 
accommodation that is available 
during the summer period. This  

includes university 
accommodation which adds 

approximately 3300 rooms / 
apartments and self catering 
(about 3700 rooms).  It is also 

based on relatively historic data –
a subsequent 2008 study provides 

data on both Edinburgh and the 
Lothians (but not separately) and  

updates stock figures for some 
(but not all) accommodation 
sectors.   Data  relating to hotel 

supply will be dated  and there is 
now probably a further 1300  (or 

so) rooms available since this 
audit was undertaken.
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The majority of EdinburghThe majority of Edinburgh’’s accommodation is s accommodation is 

3* or 4*3* or 4*

• Hotels are more likely to be 4* -

46% are

• B&B and guesthouses are more 

typically 3* - 55% are.
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Edinburgh has more serviced bedspaces per Edinburgh has more serviced bedspaces per 

capita than its peers. capita than its peers. 

• It has a third more serviced 

bedspaces than London per 

capita and more than twice the 
number of Dublin.

• The JLL State of Hotel Market 
report (Nov 2010) concludes 

that there will be continued 

development of limited service 

hotels over the short to medium 

term.  However, there is unlikely 
to be significant hotel 

development in the 4* to 5* 

category.  This is primarily due to 

the ownership structure of 

management contracts and 
difficulties in gaining 

development funding from 

lending institutions 
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Source: TEAM Tourism Consulting - based on a number of data sources



There are over 8.5m visits to attractions in Edinburgh per There are over 8.5m visits to attractions in Edinburgh per 

year. year. 

• Edinburgh Castle is the 
primary attraction with 

1.2m visits

• 80% of  leisure staying 

visitors go to the Castle.

• 35% visit St Giles.

• There are a number of 
significant attractions 

around Edinburgh –

notably:

– Deep Sea World, 

North Queensferry 
(visitor figures not 

available but 

estimated at approx 

½m)

– Scottish Seabird 
Centre, North 

Berwick (291k visits)

– Rosslyn Chapel (138k 

visitors)
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Source: Visit Scotland "The 2009 Visitor Attraction Monitor"



Quantifying the number of Quantifying the number of restaurantsrestaurants in Edinburgh is by in Edinburgh is by 

no means straightforward!no means straightforward!

• The picture is complicated by data sources and 
definitions. 

• For example, between 2000 and 2007 there were 

on average the following licensed premises 
(from CEC Licensing Dept):

– 743 pubs

– 183 restaurants 

– 149 hotels

– 96 premises offering entertainment for 

which an entrance fee was charged

– 96 premises that served food and drink (but 

did not have a bar counter)

• On this basis evening economy businesses make 

up 11% of all businesses (SQW, 2010).

• However, ABI data indicates 1611 evening 

economy businesses.  These comprise:

– Accommodation – 284

– Restaurants - 868

– Bars – 459

• Definitions and positioning are important here –

restaurants under ABI will cover a range of 

establishments including take-aways. 

• Our analysis of the List indicates 435 restaurants 

across the city zones – see right. 

• These restaurants account for approximately 

27,000 covers.  The average restaurant has been 
opened for 10 years.

• Edinburgh has 5 Michelin stared Restaurants – the 
most in a UK city outside London.

• 33 of Edinburgh’s restaurants have VisitScotland 
awards –a further 13 are Silver and 3 are Gold

• SQW conclude that the evening economy has a 
good balance – while not the main reason for a 

visit (which could dominate reputation) it is not a 

reason for not visiting. 

No. of 

restaurants

Est. no. of 

covers

New Town 155 8900

Old Town 115 8000

South Side 67 2500

West End 58 4100

Leith 40 3400

Total 435 27000



Edinburgh has 5 cultural venues with a capacity Edinburgh has 5 cultural venues with a capacity 

of over 1000 peopleof over 1000 people

Venue Capacity

Edinburgh Playhouse Theatre 3059

The Usher Hall 2199 

Ross Open Air Theatre 2000

The Edinburgh Festival Theatre 1915

King's Theatre - Edinburgh 1350

The Jam House 900

Royal Lyceum Theatre 658

Church Hill Theatre 360

Brunton Theatre 296

Filmhouse 280

Cameo 253

Traverse Theatre 216

Scottish Storytelling Centre 99

North Edinburgh Arts Centre 96

• The Playhouse, with a capacity of over 3000, is 
the largest.

• The City Cultural Venues Study (PMP 2009) 
concluded that:

– the quality of existing venues had been 

raised as a major issue and a strong 

recommendation is investment. 

– Supply is adequate although there is a 
gap in terms of a venue for hosting large 

scale rock and pop concerts . There is a 

rationale for a medium sized venue –

4,000-6,000.  Such a venue should have 

flexibility to provide capacity for other 
uses – conferences, arts (e.g. dance).

• Other recommendations include:

– The need for an additional comedy club

– An enhanced replacement venue for the 

Film House

• The report highlighted Edinburgh attracts 

significantly less major touring ‘product’ than 

other cities outside the Festival months.

• The estimated required investment  across 

Edinburgh’s cultural venues was about £150-

200m.



In the ICCA World Rankings Edinburgh (29th) is the most popular In the ICCA World Rankings Edinburgh (29th) is the most popular UK UK 

city after London (14th) for hosting international association city after London (14th) for hosting international association 

meetings.meetings.

Venue type No. of 

venues

Capacity 

(theatre) largest 

venues

Conference & 

exhibition centres / 

academic venues

11 1500

Venues with a 

difference
34 2199

Venues with 

accomodation
29 500

Total 74

• With the EICC AFS, Edinburgh can compete 
for c90% of international events but only 52% 

of delegates.  

• To maximise the impact of the AFS other 

actions are required –

– Facilitating the development of 

additional bedspace and large scale 

banqueting space

– Exploring opportunities to improve 

international flight links 

– Considering the development of a 

subvention budget to reduce 
perceptions of Edinburgh being 

expensive and attract events.

• In the long term preliminary infrastructure 
improvements recommended in the 

Convention Assets Report (IPW/PMP 2009) 

include:

– A new purpose built facility

– Extension to existing conference 

facilities

– Additional conference space through 

private sector hotel development

– A multi-use venue with potential 

capacity of 5,000 delegates (see 

previous slide).    

• The Edinburgh Convention Bureau (blueprint 
2010/11) highlights  69 main conference 

venues (of which 14 are in the surrounding 

Lothians area).

• The Convention Assets Review report (PMP / 

IPW 2009) highlights that the EICC is the only 

conference venue capable of hosting 
1000+ delegates. 

• Plans for Additional Function  Space (AFS)  
would increase capacity from 1200 to 1600.  

The lack of exhibition space at EICC was 

seen as a major problem 



EdinburghEdinburgh’’s year round programme of festivals attract s year round programme of festivals attract 

over 1million attendeesover 1million attendees11

Festival Attendance Attendees
Net Expenditure 

(Edinburgh) £m

Staying visitors from 

outside Scotland (% 
all visitors)

Science 124,285 46,222 0.61 5.8

Imaginate 9,300 7,771 0.13 3.7

Film 44,456 5,525 0.94 14.4

Jazz 37,300 10,401 0.77 10.8

Tattoo 220,000 218,643 23.45 71.3

Fringe 2,743,913 293,797 88.44 44.6

Mela 34,590 29,811 0.23 10.0

Art 306,378 - - -

International 396,713 269,991 13.01 31.7

Book 200,737 52,522 2.99 15.1

Storytelling 17,556 2,762 0.12 23.1

Hogmanay 137,000 70,945 19.51 57.9

Total 4,272,228 1,008,390 150.19

• BOP Consulting estimate that 

the Festival programme 
generates £150m of net 

expenditure to Edinburgh, 

supporting an estimated 5242 

FTE jobs .

• The Festivals have differing 

audiences.  Key ones for 

drawing staying visitors from 
outside Scotland are: the 

Military Tattoo (71% of 

attendees are staying visitors 

from outside Scotland), 

Hogmanay (58%), the Fringe 
(45%) and the International 

Festival (32%).

• The ‘Edinburgh: Winning in the 

destination economy?’ report 

(2007) highlights that the city 

face challenges from rival 

festivals like Manchester and 
Glasgow. Edinburgh needs to 

move forward and dominate 

the market.

• The majority of events and 

festival activity happens 

between May and September  

which has an impact on 
occupancy.

Source: BOP Consulting 2011

1.  NB  this excludes other events that  take place in  Edinburgh – e.g: The Highland Show,  

Six Nations Rugby etc, and one-off major events (like Armed Forces Day, etc).  



PerceptionsPerceptions



For domestic short breaks, Edinburgh is the UKFor domestic short breaks, Edinburgh is the UK’’s s ‘‘No. 1 No. 1 

destinationdestination’’

• In the UK, its main city break competitors 

are York, London, and Bath.
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Edinburgh outscores its UK peers on most measures...Edinburgh outscores its UK peers on most measures...

Edinburgh Glasgow Liverpool London Manchester

% agreeing

A great city for shopping 36 29 26 79 54

A city with a really good nightlife 41 34 40 72 57

A beautiful city 75 16 12 39 10

A city with warm, friendly people 47 30 36 15 26

It's a city I would feel safe in 49 17 16 26 20

A city which is great for contemporary & 
traditional culture

64 33 31 61 24

It's a fun & lively city 49 36 43 63 48

A city people are talking about as good 

to go to
51 23 26 48 29

A great city to go to with a group of 
friends

54 33 36 60 43

A romantic city 54 6 4 25 4

Source: VisitScotland – Brand Tracker research

... beauty, warmth 
(people at least), safety, 

culture, recommendation 

and romance.  

On some of these aspects 
(beautiful, safety and 

romance) it is in a league 

of its own.

However, it trails London 

and Manchester on 

shopping and nightlife 

(but is still above the other 

destinations).  

Similarly it is not seen as 

fun and lively or ‘social’ as 

London but still outscores 
other cities here.



Arrivals and RevenueArrivals and Revenue



In terms of total arrivals Edinburgh is a medium sized In terms of total arrivals Edinburgh is a medium sized 

destination destination –– however it however it ‘‘punches above its weightpunches above its weight’’..
• With approximately 3.5m overnight trips per 

year Edinburgh is a smaller destination than 
the likes of London, Dublin, Montreal, and  

Gtr Manchester (see below)

• However, in relative terms (i.e. when 

number of overnight trips are related to city 
size) Edinburgh is considerably more 

significantly destination – e.g. attracting 

twice the number of arrivals per capita than 

London.
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The pattern is the same in terms of spend The pattern is the same in terms of spend 

10899

1428 1346 1272 1007 984
602 491 410

Total overnight spend (£m)

Nb: Barcelona's figures  exclude VFR.
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Compared to its peers, Edinburgh is attracting a higher Compared to its peers, Edinburgh is attracting a higher 

number of overseas trips per head. number of overseas trips per head. 

• The exception to this is Dublin – which has a 

small domestic market.

• Overseas visits account for approximately 

40% of Edinburgh’s visits.  

• Of the comparators used, only Dublin (71% -

partly a consequence of its limited domestic 
market), Barcelona (72% - partly a 

consequence of the exclusion of VFR trips 

from its data) and London (57%) had a 

higher proportion. 
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Edinburgh is also attracting a higher number of holiday Edinburgh is also attracting a higher number of holiday 

trips per head than its peers. trips per head than its peers. 

• Holiday tourism – typically the most 

discretionary visit type – is particularly 
important to Edinburgh.  It accounts for 65% 

of trips – considerably higher than other 

destinations.

• Edinburgh is also attracting a higher number 

of business trips per capita (albeit the 
differential is not so noticeable). 
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YieldYield



EdinburghEdinburgh’’s spend per trip compares favourably to its s spend per trip compares favourably to its 

peers. peers. 

• Spend per trip, at £284, is higher 
than other destinations.  

• However spend per trip is 
considerably lower than in London 

– only two thirds.
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Domestic spend per trip in Edinburgh is slightly above Domestic spend per trip in Edinburgh is slightly above 

average average ––overseas spend per trip is averageoverseas spend per trip is average

• Edinburgh’s domestic spend will 
reflect the high proportion of 

domestic visitors coming for holiday 

and the lower proportion VFR (with 

a typically lower spend).   

(Compared to its peers, 
Edinburgh’s domestic visitors are 

significantly more likely to be visiting 

for holiday purposes). 

• Overseas spend per trip, while 

comparable to other destinations, 

is considerably lower than London.
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Holiday spend per trip in Edinburgh is above average.Holiday spend per trip in Edinburgh is above average.

• Edinburgh’s higher than average 

holiday spend per trip is largely 
driven by a robust domestic market 

– which tends to spend more than 

in comparator cities (see below).
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• Business visitor spend is also higher than other destinations 

(with the exception of London)



EdinburghEdinburgh’’s occupancy is high in comparison to other s occupancy is high in comparison to other 

European cities European cities –– second only to Londonsecond only to London
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However, Edinburgh does not necessarily occupy such a position iHowever, Edinburgh does not necessarily occupy such a position in n 

terms of ADR (Average Daily rate) and RevPAR (Revenue terms of ADR (Average Daily rate) and RevPAR (Revenue 

achieved per available room).achieved per available room).
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TrendsTrends



Short term trends have been mixedShort term trends have been mixed

• In the short term, the picture has been 

mixed.  Since 2007 levels of staying visits 
from domestic and inbound visitors have 

downturned slightly – trips are down 6%.  

Spend is up 9% (albeit will include inflation).

• Holiday trips have been the most resilient –

staying static in volume (after a good 2009).  

Within this there have been variations –

domestic markets were strong in 2009, 

inbound relatively strong in 2010.

• Business tourism has declined in 2007 and 

2008 but upturned in 2010.  Inbound markets 

have performed more strongly during this 
period (albeit 2007 was a low base for 

comparison).

• VFR has also downturned – this has mainly 

been inbound, although domestic patterns 

have fluctuated. 
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Longer term trends show more sustained growthLonger term trends show more sustained growth

• Assessing long term trends in supply and demand is 

difficult given changes in data collection 
methodologies (particularly for UKTS which tracks 

domestic tourism).

• The following chart highlights the trend in inbound 

trips for different purposes since 2004. 

• Trips have increased in overall terms – particularly in 

holiday tourism.  Business tourism has been more 

sensitive.
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• Growth in accommodation supply is 

difficult to pin down accurately since 
historic baselines are difficult to identify.

• Based on TRC figures, we estimated that 
supply of hotel rooms has increased by 

about 80% since 1990.  TRC identify 

there were about 4500 hotel rooms in 

Edinburgh in 1990:

– 1990 to 1998 – 2000 new rooms 
were added

– 1999 to 2005 – 1700 new rooms 

– 2005 to 2008 – 699 new rooms

• Growth has been relatively consistent 

(Albeit it should be noted there has 

been some decline in the guesthouse 
sector over this period.

• The increase from 2005 to 2008 in total 
rooms across Edinburgh & Lothian was 

10.6% (TRC)

• The number of refreshment and 
entertainment premises increased by 

20% between 2000 and 2007 (SQW 

2010).



SeasonalitySeasonality



Edinburgh Edinburgh –– a seasonal destination? A third of all staying a seasonal destination? A third of all staying 

trips are in the third (summer) quarter.trips are in the third (summer) quarter.

• August is Edinburgh’s busiest month.  
Occupancy peaks.  Footfall counters 

around the city centre highlight an August 

peak - most noticeable on the High Street 

but also in other areas of the city (e.g. 

Princess  Street) (see chart – next page)

• Edinburgh has a more seasonal profile than 

Glasgow and Dublin(see right). 
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• Inbound visitors are typically more seasonal.

• However, seasonality does vary by different 

market / demographic group (see VS’s 

report on Edinburgh seasonality trends).  
Less seasonal groups include: Domestic 25-

34s, 45-64s, business and VFR visitors.
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Footfall peaks in August Footfall peaks in August –– especially on the High Street.especially on the High Street.
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Although seasonal, EdinburghAlthough seasonal, Edinburgh’’s year round business  s year round business  

compares favourably to other destinationscompares favourably to other destinations

• Edinburgh’s room 

occupancy is ‘table 

mountain’ shaped with 
a sustained peak from 

May to October.  

• This peak is 

considerably higher 

than the equivalent 

occupancies in 

Glasgow and 
Manchester – and 

much smoother (both 

Glasgow and 

Manchester have 

notable troughs in 
demand.

• Although Edinburgh has 
a seasonal peak, its off 

peak occupancies are 

on a par with 

Manchester (and 

higher than Glasgow’s).
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Across the year there are approximately Across the year there are approximately 1.1 million 1.1 million 

unoccupied serviced rooms in Edinburghunoccupied serviced rooms in Edinburgh

Hotel room 

occupancy 

(%)

G/house 

room 

occupancy 

(%)

Hotel / 

lodge 

rooms 

available 

G/house 

rooms 

available 

Total 

rooms 

available

Jan 55 22 133,000 59,000 192,000

Feb 67 39 88,000 42,000 130,000

Mar 74 25 77,000 57,000 134,000

Apr 75 49 71,000 37,000 109,000

May 87 59 38,000 31,000 69,000

June 91 60 26,000 29,000 55,000

July 92 76 23,560 18,000 42,000

Aug 93 90 21,000 8,000 28,000

Sept 92 65 23,000 26,000 49,000

Oct 86 55 41,000 34,000 75,000

Nov 74 37 74,000 46,000 120,000

Dec 68 32 94,000 52,000 146,000

Annual 80 50 709,000 440,000 1,148,000

• The 1.1 million unoccupied rooms equates 

to approximately 26% of available rooms in 
Edinburgh.

• About 38% of unoccupied nights are in the 
guesthouse and B&B sector – this compares 

to 21% of serviced stock reflecting their 

lower occupancy rates.

• 40% of these unoccupied rooms are in 

November to January, and 23% are 

available in February and March.
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Average room rate (ARR) and Revenue achieved per Average room rate (ARR) and Revenue achieved per 

available room (RevPar) both peak in Augustavailable room (RevPar) both peak in August

• The RevPar peak is 

particularly 

noticeable – 3 times 
January’s figures.  

• As a comparison 
ARR in August is 1.8 

times January’s and 

occupancy 1.7 

times.
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There are some areas of flight /visitor imbalance at There are some areas of flight /visitor imbalance at 

Edinburgh AirportEdinburgh Airport

• The number of Edinburgh Airport users resident 

outside the UK  (2.8m passengers ) outnumber 

the  number of staying overseas visitors 
Edinburgh receives (1.3m visits a year) – this  

suggests the airport has a gateway role for 

Scotland 

• It also suggests the airport is not necessarily a 

constraint, in the short term at least, on future 

inbound visit growth for Edinburgh.

• However, from a tourism perspective, there is 

an flight / visitor imbalance.  Long haul visitors 

(North Americans,  Australians) are more 
numerically significant as visitors than 

passenger numbers direct to their countries 

would suggest – partly a function of their 

holiday patterns (see section on Market 

Analysis) but also flight provision.

• EU countries – especially Spain and the 

Netherlands, and to some extent France 
demonstrate the opposite pattern.   This 

probably reflects strong outbound demand.

% of EA 
passengers 

flying direct to 
non -UK 

destination

%  of non- UK 

airport users

% of 
Edinburgh's 

inbound 
visitors

USA 4% 19% 16%

Germany 14% 11% 11%

Ireland 11% 12% 10%

France 11% 5% 8%

Spain 15% 4% 7%

Italy 6% n/a 7%

Australia - 5% 5%

Netherlands 12% n/a 5%

Canada 0% 4% 4%

Rest of World 27% 40% 28%

Source CAA BAA IPS



Satisfaction Satisfaction 



Satisfaction across most aspects of Edinburgh is highSatisfaction across most aspects of Edinburgh is high

• Data from EVS indicates that satisfaction 

is typically 8 out of ten for most aspects 
of Edinburgh.

• Motorists are the most disaffected group 
– ratings for parking were particularly 

low.  For example, 40% highlighted the 

cost of parking as very poor (a rating of 

1-3) and 22% rated ease of parking in a 

similar way. 

• Signing (road and pedestrian) were also 

below other aspects.

• On the average the overall visit rated 

8.7 – North Americans were the happiest 
group (an average rating of 9.1).
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Overall rating of visit

Destination aspect - staying visitors satisfaction rating 
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Source: EVS 2009/10



Safety and Safety and ‘‘plenty to doplenty to do’’ received strong ratings received strong ratings ––

value for money slightly less so value for money slightly less so 

• In terms of the statement ‘Edinburgh  represents 
good value for money’ there was strong (but not 

very strong) agreement.  However, only  %% of 

staying visitors disagreed (a rating of 4 or less out of 

ten) with the statement.  North Americans were 

more likely to agree.  

7.5

8.3

8.4

‘Edinburgh generally represents good 

value for money’

‘There is plenty to do in Edinburgh in 

the evenings to satisfy everyone’s 

taste’

‘Edinburgh is a safe place to visit’

Destination aspect - staying visitors level of agreement
- out of 10 (10 is strongly agree)

Source: EVS 2009/10

5.0

7.3

9.1

Likelihood to return within 12 months

Likelihood to return in 1 to 2 years time

Likelihood to recommend Edinburgh as 
a place to visit

Destination aspect - staying visitors likelihood
- out of 10 (10 is very likely)

Source: EVS 2009/10

• The level of potential recommendations (a 
measure of satisfaction) was very high – about 1% 

were unlikely to recommend Edinburgh.  Over 

half (52%) of staying were very likely (10 out of 10) 

to recommend Edinburgh.

• Likelihood of re-visiting Edinburgh was much 

lower – a function of practical considerations like 

distance and other plans.



Reflecting satisfaction, the main area of potential Reflecting satisfaction, the main area of potential 

improvements was concerned with improvements was concerned with ‘‘getting aroundgetting around’’

Getting around 

35%

Complaints 

about facilities / 

services 

attractions 33%

Expensive 17%

Impressions of 

city 16%

Other 15%

Edinburgh - what could be improved?

Source:EVS 2009/10

Base: 853 (Staying visitors)
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Tourism FuturesTourism Futures



Globally, the tourism sector is extremely dynamic Globally, the tourism sector is extremely dynamic –– its future will its future will 

shaped and influenced by a range of factors shaped and influenced by a range of factors –– these are often these are often 

contradictory.contradictory.
The following tables  summarise some of the main factors and their potential impact on Edinburgh.

Factor Potential implications for Edinburgh Opportunity (☺☺☺☺) 

or threat (����)

Economics and tourism

Domestic tourism – within the UK the ‘staycation’

effect is forecast to stay for the short term at least.  
The domestic tourism upturn has comprised two main 

groups - switchers (transferring from an overseas 
holiday to the UK) and ‘extras’ (experiencing the UK 

as a new location). 

Extras are typically younger, pre-family, affluent 

and more motivated by a desire to explore the 
UK and go somewhere new.  They offer 

significant potential for Edinburgh.

Switchers are less likely to offer much potential.

☺

VB are forecasting 2.6% growth in domestic tourism 

spend to 2020.

Longer term domestic tourism stagnation will 

mean a more competitive market place in the 
UK. 

�

Austerity - Britons are forecast to be less well off.  
Disposable income will, on average decrease over 

the medium term  (the average household will have 
£1,130 less money in their pocket to spend during 
2013 compared with 2009)

While further domestic austerity could stimulate 
further ‘switchers’ (see above) they may not 

impact significantly on Edinburgh.

While holidays are something consumers do not 

give up lightly, they may spend less or cut back 
on additional holidays/short breaks.  Value for 

money and offers will be more important.

�

Inbound tourism – inbound tourism in the short term is 

forecast to recover from its downturn of the last 
couple of years. To 2020 UNWTO forecasts are for slow 

inbound growth in Western Europe (~3%) reflecting its 
maturity as a destination (VB are forecasting slightly 

higher growth ~4.4% growth in spend to 2020).

Edinburgh is well placed to benefit from inbound 

UK growth (as its second destination) as new 
markets open up.  However, it is a mature 

destination whose primary inbound markets are 
also mature.  Stagnation / complacency are 
potential issues that need to be avoided if 

Edinburgh is to maintain or grow share.

�



Factor Potential implications for Edinburgh Opportunity (☺☺☺☺) 

or threat (����)

Demographics and Society

The population is ageing. In Edinburgh’s core markets 
(UK, EU, N. America) and the trend is for continued 

growth in the 65+ age group.  They are more active 
and experienced travellers

This group is widely considered as a powerful economic 
force, with sufficient disposable income to enjoy 

shortbreaks and regular holidays. 

However, recent economic events have 
affected pensions (at least in the UK)  and the 

grey market may take a more cautious 
approach to spending than in previous years.

According to EVS Edinburgh is not tending to 
attract older (particularly 65+) markets

�

In core markets, widening younger markets, with 

greater economic power.  Young people are staying at 
home longer and delaying marriage and parenting.  

The consequence is an increase in pre-family travellers.  
The delays in parenting also mean families are getting 
older (and more sophisticated and affluent).  Similarly 

the empty nester market will  less likely be 45+ but more 
likely to be 55, or even 60+.

Edinburgh’s visitor profile is relatively young –

increase in affluence and delays in parenting 
among this group could be an opportunity.

☺

Shortbreaks, a solution for the time poor.  The trend in 
society has been increasingly ‘cash rich, time poor’

with shifting patterns of trip taking to higher frequency 
shortbreaks.

Edinburgh is primarily a short break destination 
with considerable product depth – if transport 

links / travel times remain competitive, this will 
continue to be an opportunity for Edinburgh –

albeit one that will be possibly tempered by 
‘austerity’ (see above). 

☺



Factor Potential implications for Edinburgh Opportunity (☺☺☺☺) 

or threat (����)

Demographics and Society (cont’d)

Tourism is becoming increasingly experiential. Tourists 
are more experienced.  They are looking for immersion 

in a culture, unique experiences, authenticity, 
exploration, adventure and personal fulfilment from 

their holiday experience.  The ‘what’ is more important 

than the ‘where’.

‘Tartan kitsch’ vs World Heritage Site – Edinburgh 
has the ingredients and opportunity to benefit 

from this but needs to manage them.  
Complacency is a threat.

☺

Environment and travel

Climate change – the green consumer and greening 
the industry.  The tourism industry will need to respond 

to climate change, not only to progressively reduce 
and mitigate its greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and 

reduce water consumption, but also to adapt to 

changing climate conditions.   Consumer interest in 
‘greener’ holidays is mixed – in general people want to 

‘do their bit’ for the environment but are often unclear 
how to and not are prepared to pay extra.  The 

proportion of consumers buying on a green basis is the 

minority – but one that will increase.    

Climate change will have significant implications 
for Edinburgh (and other destinations).  At a 

strategic level, this could target markets (with 
greater importance on domestic markets) and a 
greater emphasis on yield over volume.  More 

operationally, implications will include greater 
‘greening’ of business and transport operations 

and better information provision (giving the 
consumer the options).

�

Peak oil: a tipping point for transport and fuel costs -

peak oil production is estimated to be reached by 
2020.  The oil crunch has serious implications for travel 

and tourism.  E.g. air transport (both arrivals and 
departures) may be restricted due to increasing costs 

and surcharges.  This points potentially to a greater 
reliance on domestic tourism and a rise in city breaks. 

This has mixed implications for Edinburgh – as a 

destination it is less reliant on car borne visitors 
than most – but more reliant on plane.  

�



Factor Potential implications for Edinburgh Opportunity (☺☺☺☺) 

or threat (����)

Environment and travel (cont)

Low cost carriers - low cost carriers (LCCs),  over the last 
decade or so have, helped fuel a growth in UK and 

European city break tourism.  The European market has 
reached a certain maturity and  the short term 

prospects in LCCs is one of static / reducing capacity. 

LCCs are important to Edinburgh (easyjet is the 
biggest carrier to/from the airport, followed by 

Ryanair) and an important stimulus for domestic 
and short haul markets.   Growth is likely to be 

more modest in the future.

�

Technology and market communication

Mobile convergence is here and visitors will increasingly 

access information on the move through.  Mobile 
devices will replace PCs in importance for information 

browsing.

This is unlikely to impact on overall volumes of visit 

to Edinburgh but has big implications on the 
delivery of information with destination.

☺

Social media is having a growing importance of as an 

information source and method for visitors to interact 
with brands they consume – most notably in terms of 
recommendations and satisfaction.  Good and poor 

quality service and experience are more transparent.

Edinburgh’s visitor profile overlaps with higher 

users of social media – with significant 
implications and opportunities for future 

marketing communications.

☺



Markets Markets -- origin and purpose of visit origin and purpose of visit 



England is the most important market for England is the most important market for 

EdinburghEdinburgh
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Rest of World

Visitor Origin

% Edinburgh (trips)

% Edinburgh (spend)

Source:  TEAM Tourism Consulting - based on UKTS/IPS data

• The English market represents 
two fifths of volume and 

spend.

• The Scottish market is 

relatively high volume (16%) 

but low spend (8%) - a 

function of VFR?

• Overall the UK and ROI 

account for 66% of staying 

trips to Edinburgh and 59% of 
spend.

• Among inbound markets, the 
USA is the largest –

accounting for 8% of spend 

(the same as the Scottish 

market).

• The main EU shorthaul 

markets (Germany, France, 

Spain, Italy and the 
Netherlands account for 14% 

of trips and 16% of spend.



Holiday / leisure is the primary purpose for a staying visit Holiday / leisure is the primary purpose for a staying visit 

to Edinburghto Edinburgh

• Leisure visits account for 

64% of staying trips to 

Edinburgh (over 2.2m 

trips). 

• The majority of these 

(two-thirds) are by 

domestic visitors.

• Business visitors are the 

next biggest grouping 
accounting for 18% of 

staying trips.

• The majority of these trips 
are made by UK residents 

(75%).

Domestic Inbound

2.14m 1.33m

62% 38%

Domestic Inbound Domestic Inbound Domestic Inbound Domestic Inbound

1.43m 0.8m 0.47m 0.16m 0.47m 0.16m 0.02m 0.08m

64% 36% 75% 25% 40% 60% 21% 79%

Key: Origin/purpose

No. of trips

% of trips

Other

3%

Leisure

64%

Business

18%

VFR

14%

2.23m 0.63m 0.49m 0.1m



In overall terms,  domestic leisure/ holiday visitors In overall terms,  domestic leisure/ holiday visitors 

account for 42% of visits to Edinburgh account for 42% of visits to Edinburgh 

• Overseas holiday 

visitors account for 

about a quarter of 

trips

Leisure domestic 

42%

Leisure  overseas 

23%

Business domestic 

14%

Business overseas 

5%

VFR domestic 6%

VFR 

overseas 

8%

Other domestic 

1%

Other overseas 

2%

Market split - by purpose and origin



EdinburghEdinburgh’’s markets showed variations based on their s markets showed variations based on their 

origin origin 

Domestic visitors Inbound

Age Typically young (Generation Y) with  – 40% 

under 34.   22% over 55

The EU market was very young:  48% under 34.  Only 10% 

over 55+

The North American market was older – 32% were over 

55

Origin English markets were mainly

• London and the SE – 39%

• The  North (NW/NE) – 27%

Largest markets are USA and German(see slide above 

for full breakdown)

Children in party Typically adults only groups.  Among UK 

(ex. Scotland) visitors 11% of parties had 

children.

21% of Scottish groups had children with 

them (but these would be more likely to be 

day visiting).

Even less likely – less than 10% of groups had children

Influences on 
decision to visit

The main cross cutting ones were: historic city (71%) Castle (52%), previous visit (27%), attractions (26%)

Scottish  were  more likely to be:  a 

previous visit, attractions, shopping, events, 

VFR

For the rest of UK visitors,  reasons were a 

cross between Scottish and Inbound visitors 

Inbound visitors were more likely to be influenced by: 

historic city and the Castle, a recommendation, 

pubs/bars,  and heritage status.  

History was a bigger draw in N. American markets -

shopping, attractions, and galleries less so.

The following tables  summarise the main characteristics of Edinburgh’s visitors – this is drawn from the Edinburgh Visitor Survey 

(2009/10).



Domestic visitors Inbound

First / repeat Scottish visitor were typically repeat (90% -

albeit this will include a high proportion of 

day visitors

The rest of UK was much more mixed - 58% 

were repeat.

More generally first time:  32% of EU were  repeat, and 

23% of North Americans were.

Length of stay Scotland:  the average was 2.4 – 2 nights 

was the most common (49% of visitors).

For the rest of UK the average was 2.7 –

typically 2 nights (36%) or 3 nights (33%)

EU:  the average was 3.8 nights – most commonly 3 

nights (29%)

North Americans tended to stay longer - 4.1 nights but 

the most common was  2 or 3 nights (22% and 20% 

respectively) but suspect some outliers.  

Description of visit For Scottish visitors, Edinburgh  was typically  

(74%) the only destination they were 

visiting.  

The same applied to the visitors from the 

rest of the UK (68%) 

For EU visitors about half (46%) cited as the only 

destination (46%).  A quarter (26%) highlighted it as the 

main destination (but others visited on route) .

For North Americans, Edinburgh was typically (59%)  one 

of a number of destinations 

Information 

sources

Websites  were the main information source, followed by guidebooks

More commonly using websites.  Scottish 

visitors were more likely to be using  the 

Edinburgh site – the rest of UK market was 

more mixed (a mixture of the inbound and 

Scottish markets)

Guidebooks were more common.  Inbound visitors were 

more likely to be browsing VisitScotland than the 

Edinburgh site. 



EU

A visitor Venn diagram A visitor Venn diagram 

Rest of 

UK

City Breakers Tourist discoverers

• First time visitors 

• Part of a wider 
trip

• Motivated by 
the history / 
heritage  - i.e. 

Edinburgh’s 
unique 

elements
• Activities 
reflect this – the 

Castle, old 
town etc.

• Visit core zone

• Repeat visitors 

• Only destination
• Motivations and 

activities more 
‘functional’ –
VFR, shopping, 

an attraction, a 
previous visit

• Ambience 
important but 
heritage is less 

of a draw
• Visit all parts of 

the city

Day 

visitors

Scotland North 

America

Rest of 

world

The following diagram shows a  conceptual categorisation of Edinburgh’s leisure visitors.



Market segments Market segments –– an overviewan overview

Primary 

purpose / 

origin 

Segment Characteristics Approx 

market size 

(% of trips)

Influence

ability / 

growth 

potential

Domestic 

holiday

W1: Affluent 

southern explorers

Affluent professionals based in the south – all ages.  Travel is important to 

them and they are looking for authentic experiences, new and familiar 

destinations, local culture and going off the beaten track.  They already 

visit Scotland for holidays and short breaks.

Edinburgh potential: good product / market fit and could represent a 

relatively loyal market.  Likely to have some further growth potential (in 

terms of new visitors and /or additional breaks).

10 H

W2: Younger 

domestic travellers

Above average income (but limited disposable income).  Average age is 

42 and a third of this group have children.  They are UK wide.  Holiday 

motivations are to escape and relax – they are looking for value for money 

and convenience. Enjoy sightseeing, exploring, family attractions, 

activities.  Currently visit Scotland

Edinburgh potential: good in sense they visit Scotland and Edinburgh will 

have an offer for them.  However, Edinburgh may not offer the value for 

money of a more rural destination and, as such, may not have such a 

strong appeal for this group (particularly as a base).

7 M

There are numerous ways of segmenting tourism markets – by purpose of visit, motivation, lifestage, values 

etc.  For leisure marketing VisitScotland have developed a framework for segmenting the UK market that is 
based on a number of factors – including origin, life stage, travel patterns and attitude to Scotland.  

The following tables outline a framework of the main market segments for Edinburgh and their main 

characteristics.  The table also includes an estimate of the market size (in terms of trips), and the potential for 
the segment to be influenced by destination marketing activity / its growth potential (High, medium and 

low).



Primary 

purpose / 

origin 

Segment Characteristics Approx 

market size 

(% of trips)

Influence

ability / 

growth 

potential

Domestic 

holiday

W3: Mature 

Devotees

An older / retired segment – typically from the north of Britain / Ireland with 

a lower than average income.  This segment likes the familiar and has 

traditional values.  They enjoy sightseeing, castles, gardens etc. and local 

food.  They will tend to longer holidays and have a strong relationship with 

Scotland.

Edinburgh potential: moderate fit but this segment is probably a captive 

market with limited growth potential. 

4.5 L

W4: Affluent Active 

Devotees

North of Britain based professionals – average age 50.  Have busy lives but 

like discovering new things and being active.  They are well travelled (UK 

and abroad) – they are experience seekers, looking for new destinations 

and like to be physically and culturally active.  They believe Scotland is the 

best part of the UK for a holiday (but spend more time abroad than other 

‘warm’ segments).

Edinburgh potential: moderate product fit but this segment is more likely to 

be looking for an active break / holiday suggesting other Scottish 

destinations might have a competitive advantage.

6 M

C1: Southern Travel 

Junkies

Affluent, south based segment.  Holidays are important to them and they 

take a number a year (mainly abroad).  They are adventurous and like to 

try something new.  UK destinations are likely to be cities.  However, very 

cold to Scotland (and UK) – seen as distant and expensive (especially 

compared to overseas destinations)

Edinburgh potential: good fit (Edinburgh’s offer would appeal) but would 

be a high acquisition cost and limited loyalty

1.5 M



Primary 

purpose / 

origin 

Segment Characteristics Approx 

market size 

(% of trips)

Influence

ability / 

growth 

potential

Domestic 

holiday

C2: Domestic 

Reassurance 

Seekers

Description not available.   This segment is very ‘cold’ to Scotland. 2.5 L

C3: Better off 

Traditionalists

Live in mid / south Britain.  Average age is 51.  They have traditional 

values and unlikely to take risks.  For holidays they prefer abroad but 

recent interest in UK staycation. They are interested in culture

(sightseeing, museums,  and national parks) and hiking.  They have a 

cold relationship with Scotland and believe it is difficult to get to.

Edinburgh potential: moderate to good product fit but may take some 

convincing.

2.5
M

C4: Bargain 

Basement Rejecters

Description not available.   This segment is very ‘cold’ to Scotland. 
2.5 L

C5: Northern 

“Sometimers”

Based in north Britain / Ireland – they are average income (jobs not 

careers).  They enjoy popularist culture and prefer sun and sea 

destinations abroad.  While ‘cold’ to Scotland they are open to ideas 

on good value city breaks.

Edinburgh potential: moderate product fit but the offer will need to be 

packaged in the right way and at the right price. 

4.5 M/H



Primary 

purpose / 

origin 

Segment Characteristics Approx 

market size 

(% of trips)

Influence

ability / 

growth 

potential

Inbound 

holiday

Older Cultural 

explorers

Aged 45+, often empty nesters.  They are from higher / middle socio-

economic groups and want to experience new countries and cultures.  

For Scotland, the key attractions are scenery, history, culture and 

people.  

Edinburgh potential: good fit (albeit other areas of Scotland will also be 

competitive).  This market could be either a short/city break (Edinburgh 

as the primary destination – possibly a more EU market) or part of a 

touring holiday (Edinburgh only part of a wider trip – more North 

American).

12.5 M/H

Younger Cultural 

explorers

Roughly 25 to 40, high or middle socio-economic well educated groups.  

Generally single, pre-children or no children households.  They want to 

experience new countries and cultures and learn new things.  City 

breaks are a good option for a quick escape from normal life and allow 

a mix of culture and nightlife in a short time.  Longer touring holidays are 

also popular.  For Scotland, the key attractions are scenery, history, 

culture and people.  

Edinburgh potential: good fit and Edinburgh should be a primary 

Scottish destination for this market (either for short or part of a touring 

holiday).  This market is more likely to be EU based. 

10.5 H

Cruise

Typically North American and retired (three quarters are 65+).  The 

majority are visiting Edinburgh on an organised tour – typically about 

half a day in length. 

Edinburgh potential: Edinburgh has a strong offer and should be able to 

increase its (relatively small) share of the UK cruise market.  However, 

this currently represents a relatively small (and not necessarily lucrative 

market).

1 M



Primary 

purpose / 

origin 

Segment Characteristics Approx 

market size 

(% of trips)

Influence

ability / 

growth 

potential

Business

General business 

travel / small 

meeting

Business travellers on day to day business.  The trip is typically non 

discretionary, although elements of the trip (e.g. accommodation, eating 

out choices) are discretionary. This market represents core midweek, year 

round business.

Edinburgh Potential: growth will be largely be driven by broader economic 

growth in Edinburgh.

12 L

Corporate /public 

conference

Larger meetings/conferences by corporate and public sector 

organisations – these are most likely to have some connection to 

Edinburgh.  This sector will also include more footloose Governmental / 

political conferences.

Edinburgh Potential: In general growth potential will be driven by 

economic conditions albeit some footloose will be more influenceable.  

Potential for larger corporate conferences is limited by the lack of a large 

(800 room +) hotel. 

2 M

National  / 

international 

Associations 

Conferences by national / international associations – typically events will 

be multi-day with delegates staying in a variety of accommodation types. 

Events tend to be influenceable.  

Edinburgh Potential: Edinburgh has a strong offer in this market and good 

centres of excellence to generate further business.  However, a lack of 

budget accommodation and a large capacity venue do restrict 

Edinburgh’s ability to compete against other destinations.

4 H



Primary 

purpose / 

origin 

Segment Characteristics Approx 

market size 

(% of trips)

Influence

ability / 

growth 

potential

VFR The VFR market will split into visiting family (typically a less discretionary 

activity) and visiting friends.  The latter market is more discretionary and 

generally younger.

Edinburgh Potential:  Visiting family is unlikely to grow significantly – the 

visiting friends market offers some potential through either main stream 

marketing or targeting Edinburgh residents.

14 L

Other The ‘other’ market covers a wide range of activities – study, weddings, 

job and house hunting etc.

Edinburgh Potential: generally a difficult market to influence. Growth is 

most likely to be driven by Edinburgh’s universities.

3 L



Value to growth potential matrixValue to growth potential matrix

Affluent southern explorers

Older cultural explorers

National / international associations

Younger domestic travellers

Younger cultural explorers..

Cruise

Mature devotees

Affluent Active Devotees

Corporate / meetings

VFR

Northern Sometimes 

Corporate /public conferences

Southern Travel Junkies

Domestic Re-assurance seekers
Bargain basement rejecters

‘Other’

Better off traditionalists



SOCIAL MEDIA SOCIAL MEDIA 



The data shown in the following slides derives from 

analysis of more than 300,000 blogs, chat-rooms 

and forums, within an international filter to 

maximize the scope of social media research for 

The Edinburgh Project. 

The data analysed was for the period from 1st July 

2010- 30th June 2011. 



Competitors – Share of Voice

Sites Researched:  300,000 (blogs, forums and other social networking sites)

Keyword Comparison:  “City”+ (travel consideration) + Travel, tourism, vacation ,holiday, hotel, accommodation, tours ,holidays , 

travels– (all other travel consideration)

Dates Analysed: July 1st 2010 – June 30th 2011



Competitive Cities – Sentiment  Comparison

Sites Researched:  300,000 (blogs, forums and other social networking sites)

Search Parameters: :  “City”+ (travel consideration) + Travel, tourism, vacation ,holiday, hotel, accommodation, tours ,holidays , 

travels– (all other travel consideration)

Dates Analysed: July 1st 2010 – June 30th 2011



Travel Considerations – Summary for Edinburgh

Sites Researched:  300,000 (blogs, forums and other social networking sites)

Keyword Comparison:  “Edinburgh”+ (all travel considerations) + Travel, tourism, vacation ,holiday, hotel, accommodation, tours 

,holidays , travels– (all other travel consideration)

Dates Analysed: July1st 2010 – June 30th 2011



Travel Considerations – Sentiment Comparison 

Analysis - Edinburgh
Sites Researched:  300,000 (blogs, forums and other social networking sites)

Keyword Comparison: “Edinburgh”+ (travel consideration) + Travel, tourism, vacation ,holiday, hotel, accommodation, 

tours ,holidays , travels– (all other travel consideration)
Dates Analysed: : July 1st 2010 – June 30th 2011



Trip Themes to Edinburgh- Share of voice

Sites Researched:  300,000 (blogs, forums and other social networking sites)

Keyword Comparison:  “Edinburgh” + travel/trip/holiday/tour/travelling /touring/tours – (all other travel consideration)

Dates Analysed: : July 1st 2010 – June 30th 2011



Trip Styles to Edinburgh- Share of voice

Sites Researched:  300,000 (blogs, forums and other social networking sites)

Keyword Comparison:  “Edinburgh” + travel/trip/holiday/tour/travelling /touring/tours – (all other travel consideration)

Dates Analysed: : July 1st 2010 – June 30th 2011



Edinburgh Topic

Sites Researched:  300,000 (blogs, forums and other social networking sites)

Keyword Comparison:  “Edinburgh” + travel/trip/holiday/tour/travelling /touring/tours – (all other trip styles)

Dates Analysed: July 1st 2010 – June 30th 2011



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONSSUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS



Key pointsKey points
• Tourism is a key part of the Edinburgh 

economy – generating  £1,015 m of spend, 

and supporting approximately 30k jobs – this 

represents about 12.6% of employment in 

the city. 

• Edinburgh’, as a visitor destination, is a 

success story:

– It is the UK’s second  city in terms of 

tourism receipts (after London)

– In domestic markets it is widely 

perceived as the UK’s preferred city 

break destination  and the winner of 
many accolades.

– It outscores its UK peers on most 

perceptual measures 

• As a destination, it is medium sized.  

However, it ‘punches significantly above its 

weight’ – arrivals, spend and bedspaces per 

capita are all above its peers.

• It is attracting higher proportions and 

numbers (per capita) of discretionary 
holiday visitors  than its peers .  Business trips 

per capita as also above average.  Its 

market is also characterised by a high 

proportion of overseas  visitors.   In essence, 

it is a destination that a wide variety of 
visitors are choosing to go to.

• Serviced room occupancy is very high –

outperforming most of its peers.

• Spend per trip compares favourably to its 

peers.   Edinburgh’s higher than average 
spend is largely driven by domestic holiday  

- which , compared to its peers , is  

numerically significant and relatively high 

spending. 

• Edinburgh’s overseas visitors are spending 

on a par with other destinations.

• However, spend per trip is significantly lower 

than London’s.  This reflects a lower trip 

spend  by overseas visitors but also lower 

hotel rates.

• Although Edinburgh, compared to other 

cities, enjoys high occupancies, it is not so 
strong  in terms of ARR and RevPar.   This 

could be double edged – spend is lower, 

but value is greater.

• Long term trends highlight sustained growth 

(hotel rooms have increased by 80% in the 

last 20 years).  However, short term trends 

have been mixed, with a downturn in levels 
of trip since 2007.



• Edinburgh has a 3rd quarter seasonal peak –

but its year round business  compares 
favourably to other destinations 

• Across the year there are approximately 
1.1m unoccupied serviced rooms in 

Edinburgh.  However, 41% of these 

unoccupied rooms are in November, 

December, and January – difficult months 

to fill.

• Assessing the quality of the offer is more 

difficult and can be complicated by issues 
of market expectations and value for 

money - not everyone wants a 5* hotel or 

Michelin restaurant (or least doesn’t want to 

pay for it).  Available data does not suggest 

a significant quality issue :

– Hotels are tending to a 4 star rating

– Attractions are 4* on average 

– The Edinburgh Visitor Survey suggests 

high levels of satisfaction with most 
aspects of the city.

• However:

– Within the Guesthouse sector the 
average rating is lower – tending to 3*

– Visitor satisfaction was poorer with car 

related issues (mainly car parking but 

also signing). 

– Getting around was also a wider issue 

for non motorists.

• Looking forward, Edinburgh is a strong 

performing destination with a competitive 

offer based around its history and heritage, 

attractions, festivals, conference offer  and 

wider tourism infrastructure  
(accommodation, restaurants etc). 



• However it faces some potential challenges:

– Expanding its conference offer to 
cope with larger conferences – both in 

terms of venue but also 

accommodation 

– The limited likelihood of short term 
growth in  the 4/5* serviced sector

– Challenges from other city’s festival 

programmes and the need to invest in 

its own venues supply  (in terms of 

quality and provision of a major 
venue)

– The spatial concentration of its offer  

(and the need to  develop and 

integrate the Waterfront as part of the 
offer)

– Addressing issues of orientation and 

getting around.

– Increasing spend (while maintaining 

value)

– Filling  available bedspaces  

November to April

– Avoiding destination complacency  
and visitor exploitation to deliver a 

fresh and authentic experience

– Addressing the challenges of climate 

change 


